
'Together we can'

Dates to remember

21 Sep School Photos
  9 Dec Presentation Day
19 Aug P&C Meeting 7pm
24-28 Aug SAS Staff    
 Recognition Week



SCHOOL NEWS

Dental Checks

Fisher Road School
is still waiting to
hear from NSW

Health to make a
revised date for our

student Dental
checks 



CLASS MP
We are pleased to be back in class

enjoying our programs. Geoffrey,

Laragh and Gwyneth continue to

surprise us with their improvements

in following instructions when

performing their work skill tasks.

Dylan, Jasper and Alexsandra work

well as a team, sitting and listening

to sensory stories before moving on

to group activities.Last week we

resumed our community access

program. Laragh, Jasper, Dylan,

Alexsandra, Geoffrey and Gwyneth

were happy to take the bus to

Warriewood. Although we did not

get out of the bus, the change of

scenery got us all excited. We came

back to school and had lunch at the

newly constructed garden near the

office. Having a locked gate and

high fence gave our students more

freedom to move around and

explore their environment.

Maria & Sue R



CLASS NS 
Communication is a vital part of all of the

teaching and learning programs that we

do every day at Fisher Road School. An

essential part of this is teaching students

how to use visual timetables, so that they

have some certainty around what is

happening throughout the day. Imagine

going to work or school each day and not

knowing what was going to happen from

one hour to the next and how much

anxiety this might cause you. In Class NS

we try to manage this through using PECS

schedules, which utilize Boardmaker

symbols displayed in a vertical sequence.

Most of the students have now become

very adept at updating their schedules

with minimal prompting, and it is also

great to see how this teaching strategy

has helped to reduce anxiety and

challenging behaviours. In the photos you

can see Mack, Ashton and Lachlan

updating their schedules to the next

activity.

Nick, Sam and Mandy







CLASS AP

For Term 3, Class AP have left the insect world

behind and we are now busily exploring

‘Australia & its Neighbours’. All students are

enjoying learning about the flags, food and

songs from other cultures in our Asia Pacific

region. Students are proudly presenting News

about their own and parents’ experiences.Our

weekly Integration visits to Dee Why PS are in

full swing with all students very happily

engaging in a wide variety of activities in the

school’s playground and classroom

environments. We have even been teaching the

Dee Why PS students to sing a song with

signing! Kanga proudly demonstrated his

signing knowledge. Well done Kanga.

Annette and Alena



Class AP are collecting plastic
bread and food clips for a

charity, if you can help, please
send them in for the class to

collect.
Thanks

Class AP



CLASS FR

Aaaarrgghh Spider!!! Class

FR are learning all about

Minibeasts this term. Last

week we learnt about Bees

and how they make honey.

We loved looking at some

real honeycomb, making a

beehive and trying honey

toast. This week we are

looking at Spiders,

exploring what they look

like, where they live and

what they eat. Everyone

loves using magnifying

glasses to look at the

different minibeasts on our

sensory table. How many

mini beasts can you find in

your backyard at home?

Francine, Kari & Ebony



CLASS LS

   This week we saw the last of our lovely

therapists return to school after

lockdown, with Isla’s Speech and

Language therapist, Kate, coming in and

spending a session with Isla in class. Isla

was so excited to see her and ran up to

her saying, Kate! Kate!Kate!’, making

Kate feel very loved and appreciated.We

have all been enjoying our Tuesday

sessions with Anita, the Music therapist,

where we get to explore a range of

instruments including the guitar,

cymbals, the ukelele and maracas,as

well as sing a few of our favourite

songs.Hayley, our Occupational

therapist, created an obstacle course in

the Paperbark playground last week and

we had fun balancing on low-level

beams and walking across sensory

stepping stones.

Sandy, Lainie and John



CLASS TH

This term Class TH have trialed

using Touch and Communication

PAC (TACPAC). Tacpac is a

sensory communication

program that uses touch and

music to align the senses and

develop communication skills. It

helps students who have

sensory impairment or

communication difficulties. We

have used Set 1 so far. This

involves fanning, sponging,

flicking, patting, massage and

wrapping. All students have

participated. Maia enjoys the

fan, and will scan it as it moves

over her body. Charlii likes the

patting down motion over her

body. Ben prefers the flicking

motion and will use his hands to

engage. It has been interesting

to observe these

reactions.Overall, TACPAC has

been a worthwhile program to

trial for Class TH. The

expressions from all students

have been of acceptance and

enjoyment. A continuation of

the program will remain as part

of the class schedule.

Trish and Sue W



CLASS SB
Class SB are super excited to

welcome Fred to our class. He is

joining us on Tuesdays and

Wednesdays. Fred loves the pool

just like the rest of Class SB. We

are so very pleased to be back in

the pool, swimming twice a week

on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Sam is

getting very brave in the pools and

holds Sal’s hands while he kicks

his legs. James is working so hard

in the pool. He is swimming

independently, without flotation

for over half of the lesson! Archie is

coming into the pool from the side

and turning back to swim to the

wall, he is our little prune at the

end as he loves the pool so much,

it's hard to get him out! Well done

to all our little  guys on awesome

swimming, especially after such a

long break away from it.

Sally, Justine and Nanaako





CLASS JK
We enjoy going to the oval each

Thursday to explore the sensory

garden and to use the Liberty

Swing. This is a great way to

practice our communication with

asking for ‘more’ and to ’stop’ or

‘go’. Some students are learning

to ride bikes while the others get

exercise walking around the oval.

We also have lots of fun

experimenting with the musical

deck. Mia loves to spin the round

bell and George loves to listen to

it. Rafaela and Heath like to step

on the sound bells. We all get a

lot out of the trips to the oval and

the children are all learning to

walk to and from the classroom

to the oval independently. What a

great effort!

Julie & Jenny



CLASS MT

Starting each day with

some exercise for the

mind and body is

working well in class MT.

Each morning we start

the day with the

students telling us how

they are feeling for the

day. This provides some

great group

conversation starters

around why we may

have certain feelings and

ways we can change

how we are feeling.

Matt and Sue M



 NEWS FROM THE THERAPY ROOM

         Therapists-Behind the Scenes

Our therapists have been busy,

busy, busy this term getting

things back on track after Covid

lockdown.  We have been lucky

enough to get back into the pool

to get those legs kicking  with

Charlotte.

Prue and Hayley have also been

busy with private and group

sessions, focusing on greetings,

turn taking, fine and gross motor

activities.  All students are

excited to have all therapy

sessions back

Leisa



Our new school garden



Birthday News

Gwyneth and Dylan's
16th

Maia's 18th 






